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ABSTRACT 

This report describes the capabilities of the POLX-1 code which was developed 
for the purpose of generating polynomial fits to neutron few-group cross sec
tions as functions of soluble boron concentration, fuel temperature, modera
tor density and exposure in the reactor core. The effects of extracting 
removable burnable poison rods and the insertion of control rods are also 
parameterized as functions of the core conditions. Input data requirements 
and the format of the output file generated by POLX-1 are also described. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The numerical calculation of core criticality and neutron flux distribu
tion plays a y/ery important role in modern nuclear reactor technology. 
The usual approach to computing the time variation of the neutron popula
tion in the reactor is to introduce some sort of separation between the 
local fuel assembly effects and the global reactor effects. This leads to 
a two-stage approach in which the first stage involves assembly depletion 
calculations to prepare data for the second stage, namely the global 
reactor calculation. The aim is to perform reactor calculations as fast 
(economically) and accurately as possible. With the development of very 
fast and accurate nodal methods the need arose for accurate few-group 
nodal cross sections (usually defined as assembly average cross sections) 
prepared by assembly depletion calculations [1]. 

To model the isotopic changes within the reactor, two methods are availa
ble, namely a macroscopic depletion model and a microscopic depletion 
model. The macroscopic depletion model approximates the actual isotopic 
changes within a node in the core by the isotopic changes computed from 
the assembly depletion calculation for the node. In the other approach, 
the differential equations describing depletion are solved in conjunction 
with the global diffusion equation. (This requires that the cross section 
types featuring explicitly in the diffusion as well as the depletion 
equations need to be retained for calculationa! purposes and the following 
cross section types are considered: transport, capture, fission, 
scattering, and nu-fission.) Theoretically, the microscopic depletion 
model is the most accurate method and in recent years the tendency in 
nodal reactor methodology has been towards a microscopic approach [2]. 
The discussions in this report are also strictly related to a microscopic 
reactor depletion model. 

The neutron flux distribution and hence the few-group nodal cross .tions 
(weighted by flux) in a reactor are dependent on several conditions which 
may constantly be changing in the core. Nodal cross sections (microscopic 
and macroscopic) which reflect these conditions are essential for reactor 
calculations. It is usually assumed that the nodal cross sections for 
each node type depend on the instantaneous properties (for example the 
node-averaged exposure, the node-averaged fuel and coolant temperature, 



node-averaged moderator density, global reactor soluble boron concentra
tion, etc.) and the exposure history of the node. These conditions are 
known as the state parameters. History effects are present in both the 
microscopic and macroscopic depletion models but are much weaker in the 
microscopic depletion model and are usually ignored in a microscopic 
depletion model [3,4]. Thus, having selected a microscopic depletion 
model, the dependence of the cross sections on core conditions is reduced 
to the state parameters: global reactor soluble boron concentration, 
node-averaged fuel temperature, node-averaged moderator density and 
node-averaged exposure. 

It is not practical to perform assembly depletion calculations anc to 
store the corresponding .todal cross sections at all the expected combina
tions of state parameters. Therefore, certain assumptions need to be 
made. The most important assumption in this regard is that the cross 
sections at average core conditions (known as the base state parameters) 
and selected off-nominal core conditions (known as the off-base state 
parameters) can be used to determine (via interpolation methods, for 
example) cross sections at intermediate (or other) conditions. Usually, 
assembly depletion calculations are performed only at the average 
operating conditions (known as the base depletion calculations) while 
cross sections at the off-base core conditions are obtained from 
non-depletion assembly calculations at selected depletion points by 
perturbing the base state parameters one by one [3,4]. 

The nodal cross sections reflecting the variation in core conditions are 
usually represented as multi-dimensional tables or by fitting some functio
nal relation. Because of the fact that multi-dimensional tables could be 
storage-intensive, nodal cross sections fitted by some functional relation 
can be advantageous in this respect. By doing so, continuous representa
tions of the cross sections are obtained which will permit the estimation 
of the cross sections at different state parameter combinations. 

The computer code POLX-1 was developed for the purpose of fitting a quadra
tic polynomial cross section model in the selected state parameters by the 
ordinary least squares method. 



The purpose of this report is to present a brief description of the POLX-1 
code and its capabilities. 

Section 2 describes the POLX-1 cross section model and the fitting proce
dure. 

A flow chart of POLX-1 and a brief description of the most important sub
routines are given in section 3. 

The format of the input cross section files and the format of the output 
polynomial file are given in section 4. 

Section 5 describes the input data required by POLX-1. 

Recommendations regarding the use of POLX-1 are finally given in 
section 6. 

2 CROSS SECTION MODEL 

In POLX-1 the nodal cross sections are parameterized as functions of the 
following state parameters: global reactor soluble boron concentration, 
node-averaged fuel temperature, node-averaged moderator density and 
node-averaged exposure. These state parameters are selected because they 
have a significant impact on the neutronic properties of the node. The 
state parameters can be regarded as the independent variables and the 
nodal cross section values as the dependent or response variables. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the cross section model can be made up of 
linear independent functions in each of the state parameters. 

Since many functions can be approximated realistically by polynomials, the 
choice of a polynomial cross section model seems quite appropiate. 
Because of the oscillatory nature of higher-order polynomials, it is an 
objective to obtain a cross section model of some intermediate polynomial 
dpgree, compromising between goodness of fit of the input values and 
smoothness of the curve. A reasonable approximation is to fit a quadratic 
polynomial in each of the independent parameters, giving a good degree of 
curvature to the cross section model. 



Sometimes, however, one may find that a quadratic polynomial model 
produces a poor fit for certain cross section types and that certain 
actions should be taken in an attempt to improve the fit. The usual 
approach is then to divide the problem area into segments or partitions 
and to fit the cross section model in each partition (providing that 
enough data is available). For this reason, the independent variable 
exposure was subjected to partitionfng. Another possible solution is to 
transform the data (the independent variable(s), the response variable(s) 
or both) in an attempt to simplify the functional dependence of the cross 
sections on the variables. In POLX-1 the independent variable fuel 
temperature was subjected to a square root transformation precisely for 
this reason and in view of the fact that the Doppler-broadened resonance 
width is a function of the square root of the fuel temperature [5]. 
Numerical results obtained from preliminary studies indicated that trans
formations of the other independent variables were not necessary. 

Two methods are used in general to approach the mathematical problem of 
fitting a model to data, namely interpolation and approximation methods 
[6]. The interpolation method fits a smooth function which exactly 
matches the given values at the given points but it has the same 
disadvantages as multi-dimensional tables with regard to computer storage 
requirements. Approximation methods, on the other hand, are ideally 
suited to reducing storage requirements and are also more widely used for 
predictive purposes. Among the most popular of the approximation methods 
is the well-known least squares method [7]. For this reason and the fact 
that the least squares method is easy to use and well documented in the 
literature [7,8,9], it was decided to implement the method in POLX-1. 

Fitting by the least squares method involves the solving of a set of 
simultaneous equations (the normal equations) which can be solved by the 
Gaussian elimination method, among other methods. Sedgewick [7] states 
that the Gaussian elimination method is guaranteed to produce results with 
high accuracy, except for ill-conditioned matrices which rather reflects 
on the data than on the algorithm. The common causes of ill-conditioning, 
namely higher-order polynomial fits and data values limited to a narrow 
range only, are not evident in a cross section model limited to second-



order polynomials and cross section data spanning the reactor operating 
range. Furthermore, as suggested by Bradley and Srivastava [10], all the 
independent variables are centred in POLX-1 in order to avoid possible 
ill-conditioning, with the exception of exposure. Since exposure is a 
time variable, is not equally spaced on the exposure interval and is not 
symmetrically located about the mean value (exposure steps are chosen 
according to the physical behaviour of the cross sections; more finely 
spaced steps are needed earlier in reactor life where the cross sections 
are more sensitive to exposure changes), centring conditions are not 
favourable [10]. 

The cross section model as implemented in POLX-1 is summarized in the 
following equation: 

XS(E,ppm,tF,pm) = XS0(E) 
+ Appm Aj(E) + Appm2 A 2(E) 
+ At F BjCE) + Atp 2 B 2(E) 
+ Ap mC 1(E) + A p 2

m C 2 ( E ) 

where 

E = exposure 
ppm = soluble boron concentration 
tp = effective fuel temperature 
pm = moderator density 

XSQ(E) = fitted base cross section at exposure E 
Appm = (ppm - ppm(base))/ppm(base) (2.2) 
At F = {JTf - ytp(base))/ytF(base) 
A'm " ('m " Pm(ba'e))/pm(base) 

Aj(E), A Z(E), Bj(E), B 2(E), Cj(E), C 2(E) are the polynomial 
fitting coefficients at exposure E. 

(2.1) 



Since the average base fuel temperature changes with burnup for fixed 
values of coolant temperature and linear power density, the base fuel 
temperature (tfr(base)) is fitted in POLX-1 to a quadratic polynomial 
function in exposure. 

To conclude this section, a brief outline of the fitting procedure, as 
implemented in POLX-1, is given. Ther procedure is executed separately for 
each fuel assembly type and reflector node type. A polynomial file is 
written up for each fuel assembly and reflector node type and a global 
reactor polynomial library can be obtained by using the code LINX-1 [11]. 

If a fuel assembly polynomial cross section library is to be prepared, 
then first of all, the base effective fuel temperature is fitted as a 
function of exposure, per exposure partition. Secondly, the independent 
variables, soluble boron concentration, effective fuel temperature and 
moderator density are centred according to equations 2.2. Thirdly, at 
each of the tabulated exposure points, cross section data is fitted to 
quadratic polynomials in each of the centred independent variables. It 
sfould be noted here that the constant term (XS0(E)) of the fits in each 
of the independent variables will have exactly the same value, namely the 
base cross section value at the particular exposure point. Finally, each 
of the coefficients of the quadratic fits in the previous step (including 
the constant term) is fitted, as a function of exposure, per exposure 
partition. The coefficients resulting from these fits are stored for 
microscopic and macroscopic cross section types. 

In the case where the effects of extracting removable burnable poison rods 
and/or the insertion of control rods are to be considered, an additional 
"isotope" is created with cross section types representing so-called 
macroscopic delta cross sections. The macroscopic delta cross sections 
are defined as the difference between the macroscopic assembly cross 
sections for the unperturbed fuel assembly (removable burnable poison rods 
inserted, if applicable for the assembly type, and/or no control rods 
inserted) and the macroscopic perturbed fuel assembly cross sections 
(removable burnable poison rods extracted, if applicable for the assembly 
type, and/or control rods inserted). The macroscopic delta cross sections 
thus present the necessary corrections to be made (by subtraction) to the 



unperturbed macroscopic assembly cross sections when removable burnable 
poison rods are extracted and/or control reds are inserted. 

If a reflector node polynomial file is to be prepared, then the input 
cross section file format is first changed to be identical to the fuel 
assembly cross section file format because different codes are used to 
prepare cross section data (WEDR01.T) [12] and EQUIVA-2 [13] respectively 
for fuel assembly and reflector node). This is necessary because the 
cross section types have a different ordering on the files and the 
ordering should be consistent in order to follow the same fitting 
strategy. Finally, the same fitting procedure as for fuel assemblies is 
followed for the reflector nodes, except that the reflector cross sections 
are not dependent on core conditions such as exposure and temperatures 
[13]. At this stage, only soluble boron concentration is used as a state 
parameter for reflector nodes. It should be noted that water density 
could also be considered as an additional state parameter in an improved 
reflector model. 

3 FLOW CHART OF POLX-1 AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES 

MAIN 

CLIPAR 

If IFLAG = 1 (Reflector node) 
^ REFLIN 

(Changes the input cross section file format 
of reflector node) 

* XSNU 
(Processes microscopic nu cross sections 
of unperturbed fuel assembly) 



If IFLA6 < 0 (Fuel assembly containing 
removable burnable poisons or control rods) 

* XSHACR 
T (Calculates macroscopic unperturbed assembly 

cross sections) 

BPREAO 
(Reads perturbed set of cross sections) 

XSNU 
(Processes microscopic nu cross sections 
of perturbed assembly) 

XSHACR 
T (Calculates macroscopic perturbed assembly 

cross sections) 

BPDELT 
T (Calculates perturbation in macroscopic 

assembly cross sections) 

XSUPDT 
(Updates cross section vector by adding 
perturbation as macroscopic isotope type) 

'!-» POLFIT * MTXEQU 
(Fits the fuel base temperature as a function 
of exposure per exposure partition for fuel 
assemblies) 

'f-í LIBPOL ZCHECK POLFIT MTXEQU 
(Performs base/off-base fits at each exposure 
step) 
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"—* EXPOSR POLFIT -* NTXEQU 
(Fit coefficients as functions of exposure 
per exposure partition) 

'—* RECONS SORT 
(Calculate reconstructed values and compare 
with reference f i t data values of cross 
sections) 

End of Run 

BPREAD - Reads the perturbed assembly cross section set. 

BPDELT - Calculates the macroscopic delta cross sections between the 
unperturbed assembly and the perturbed assembly. 

CLIPAR - Branches to all the different routines, depending on the input 
options. Returns with the data to be written on the interface 
file. 

EXPOSR - Fits the base/off-base polynomial coefficients from LIBPOL as a 
function of exposure. 

LIBPOL - Performs the base/off-base polynomial fits per exposure step 
for each isotope/material and cross section type. 

HAIN - Main program. Input data is read and space is allocated to 
variable dimensioned vectors. An interface file consisting of 
the polynomial coefficients and other relevant data is written 
up at completion. 

NTXEQU - Utility routine to invert matrices by the Gaussian elimination 
method [9]. 
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POLFIT - Least squares fitting routine based on the Gaussian elimination 
method. If the data is to be scaled, the independent variables 
are scaled to the relative base value. The normal equations 
are set up and the solution coefficient vector is returned. 

RECONS - Reconstructs cross sections from the state parameter values 
used for the fit and identifies the maximum reconstruction 
errors when compared to the corresponding cross section 
values. The maximum reconstruction errors per exposure step 
and state parameter set are summarized. 

REFLIN - Reorganizes the reflector node cross section input file to the 
same format as a fuel assembly cross section file. 

SORT - Utility routine to sort reconstruction errors in error bins. 

XSMACR - Calculates the assembly macroscopic cross sections. 

XSNU Updates the input cross section vector by deleting the 
exposure-independent nu cross sections of microscopic isotopes 
and tabulating the nu cross sections of the first burnup step 
as constants. For macroscopic materials it calculates the 
nu-fission cross section and tabulates it as a cross section 
type because the macroscopic nu is exposure-dependent. 
Transposes the scattering matrix from inscatter format to 
outscatter format. 

XSUPDT - Updates the cross section vector to include the macroscopic 
delta as an isotope type. 

ZCHECK - Checks the values of the response variable selected for the 
fit. If all the data points are equal, no fit will be carried 
out and the constant coefficient value will equal the data 
point value. 



FORMAT OF INPUT CROSS SECTION FILES AND OUTPUT POLYNOMIAL FILE 

Input Fuel Assembly Cross Section File 

The code WEDROl.l [12], developed for the purpose of processing 
multigroup cross section files in the so-called WIMS-E format [14], is 
used to produce few-group cross section files for fuel assemblies in a 
format readable by POLX-1. POLX-1 requires a WEDROl.l cross section 
file to consist of up to three sets of data, each set containing the 
records described below. The first set represents an unperturbed fuel 
assembly, i.e. with removable burnable poisons present (if applicable) 
and no control rods inserted. The next set consists of fuel assembly 
data with control rods inserted (and removable burnable poison rods 
extracted, if present), and the last set consists of fuel assembly data 
with removable burnable poison rods extracted. The presence of the 
second and third sets is necessary for POLX-1 to calculate macroscopic 
delta cross sections according to section 5. The following 7 records 
are given for each set and describe a cross section file: 

Record 1: ASSID = 6-character assembly identifier 
NISO = Number of isotopes 
NEG - Number of energy groups (broad groups) 
STEP = Number of exposure (burnup) steps 
N1D * Number of one-dimensional cross section types (e.g. 

transport, capture, fission, nu) 
N2D - Number of two-dimensional cross section types (e.g. 

scattering matrices) 
NSET * Number of unique combinations of state parameters 

encountered per exposure step 
ISCT * Upscatter correction indicator 

Record 2: (XSECID(I),1-1,NIS0) 
6-character isotope identifiers 
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Record 3: NISOE « Number of burnable isotopes 
NFSLR - Number of fissionable isotopes 
NFPR - Number of fission products for which fission yield 

data is given 
NDYCR * Number of isotopes which decay 
NCHAIN- Number of burnup chains 

Record 4: (HNUC(I),I=1,NIS0E) 
6-character burnable isotope identifiers 

(IFSLR(I),1-1,NFSLR) 
Reference order numbers of isotopes which yield fission 
products (reference order number refers to the number (a 
real number) of the isotope in the order in which the string 
of NISOE isotopes is given in HNUC) 

(IFPR(I),I=1,NFPR) 
Reference order numbers of fission products for which yield 
data is given 

(IDCYR(I),I=1,NDCYR) 
Reference order numbers of isotopes which decay 

(ALMDA(I),M,NDCYR) 
Decay constant for isotope IDCYR(I) 

((YFFP(K,L),K=1,NFSLR),L-l,NFPR) 
Yield of fission product IFPR(L) from fission of isotope 
IFSLR(K) 

(MATXE(I),I*1,3*NCHAIN) 
Burnup data consisting of 3 parameters per chain: source 
nuclide order number, product nuclide order number, and 
process type 
(process type 1.0/2.0/8.0 * decay/capture/fission) 
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(AUX(I),1«1,3*NIS0) 
Auxiliary data per isotope (atomic weight, indicator, 
fission energy yield) 
(indicator 1.0/2.0/3.0/4.0/5.0 •= fissile/fertile/actinide 
/fission product/other) 

Record 5: (CHI(I),M,NEG) 
Fission spectrum 

Record 6 is repeated NSTEP times 
Record 6: Exposure,burnable poison fraction remaining, NSET*( soluble 

boron concentration, moderator density, fuel temperature, 
moderator temperature) 

Record 7 is repeated NSTEP times 
Record 7: Cross sections of length 

[NSET*N!S0*(N1D*NEG + N2D*NEG*NEG +1)] 
Reaction type order: 
Number density 
Transport cross sections 
Capture cross sections 
Fission cross sections 
Nu's 
P0 scattering matrix (inscatters) 

Input Reflector Node Cross Section File 

Macroscopic (only one material) cross sections for the reflector regions 
are obtained from the code EQUIVA-2 [13] which was developed for the 
purpose of generating environment-insensitive equivalent diffusion 
theory nodal parameters for pressurized water reactor reflectors. 
P0LX-1 requires an EQUIVA-2 cross section file to consist of three sets 
of data, each set containing the 7 records described below: 

Record 1: NSET - Number of sets on file 
NUM - Number of this set 
I0PT - Main option used in EQUIVA-2 
NGB * Number of broad energy groups 
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Record 2: ID 
DESCR 

Cross section ID (same as NUM) 
Description of the case (A60) 
(the first 6 characters are used as the reflector 
node identifier) 

Record 3: TRANS 
CAPT 
FIS 
NU 
SCAT 

Record 4: IDIAG 
1/D 

Record 5: DISC 

Record 6: IALB 

ALB 

Record 7: EOS 

= NGB transport cross sections 
~ NGB capture crofss sections 
* NGB fission cross sections (=0.0) 
= NGB nu values (=0.0) 
= NGB*NGB scattering matrix column wise 

(outscatters) 

= Indicator of presence of 1/D matrix 
= NGB*NGB 1/D matrix column wise 

(If IDIAG=0 then 1/D is not given.) 

*= NGB discontinuity/heterogeneity factors 

« Indicator of presence of the equivalent boundary 
condition matrix (= 0 or 2) 

- NGB*NGB albedo matrix column wise 
(If IALB=0 then ALB is not given.) 

= End of cross section set marker 

4.3 Output Polynomial File 

The following records describe the output polynomial file as it is 
written up by P0LX-1: 

Record 1: ADESCR - 6-character fuel assembly or reflector node 
description 

IOF * Polynomial order (= 2) 
IPLEN = Total length of polynomial coefficient vector 
NISO - Total number of isotopes/materials 

(«= 1 for reflector node) 
NEG « Number of energy groups 
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N1D - Number of one-dimensional cross section types 
N2D * Number of two-dimensional cross section types 
MACRO - Number of macroscopic mixtures 

(= 1 for reflector node) 
NGR «= Number of boundaries dividing the exposure range 

into partitions 
( « 0 for reflector node) 

IFLAG * Assembly type indicator 
« -2 a fuel assembly polynomial file containing 
macroscopic delta cross sections representing the 
extraction of removable burnable poison rods and 
macroscopic delta cross sections representing the 
insertion of control rods 

• -1 a fuel assembly polynomial file containing 
macroscopic delta cross sections representing the 
insertion of control rods 

= 0 a fuel assembly polynomial file containing no 
macroscopic delta cross sections 

• 1 a reflector node polynomial file 

ISCAT = Upscatter correction indicator 
NISOE = Number of burnable isotopes 

(= 0 for reflector node) 
NFSLR = Number of fissionable isotopes 

(= 0 for reflector node) 
NFPR - Number of fission products for which fission yield 

data is given 
(=0 for reflector node) 

NDYCR = Number of isotopes which decay 
(«0 for reflector node) 

NCHAIN - Number of burnup chains 
(=0 for reflector node) 
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Record 2 is empty for reflector node type 
Record 2: (XXID(J),J*l,NISO-MACRO) 

6-character microscopic isotope/material descriptions 

(XNU(J)„M,NEG*(NISO-MACRO)) 
NEG microscopic nu values 

(ID(J),J=1,NIS0E) 
6-character burnable isotope descriptions 

(CHAINS(J),J=1,LENG) 
LENG = NFSLR + NFPR + 2*NDCYR + NFSLR*NFPR + 3*NCHAIN 
+ 3*NIS0 
Relevant burnup chain data as described in section 4.1 above 

(SPEC(J),J=1,NEG) 
Fission spectrum 

Record 3: (DENS(J),J-1,(NISO-MACRO)) 
Time-zero number densities for the microscopic isotopes/ 
materials for fuel assemblies only. No data is tabulated 
for reflector nodes. 

(B0UNDR(J),J«1,NGR) 
The exposure partition boundary values (GWD/t) for fuel 
assemblies only. No data is tabulated for reflector nodes. 

PPM 
Base soluble boron concentration (in ppm). 
Tabulated for both fuel assemblies and reflector nodes. 

RHOM 
Base moderator density. 
Tabulated for both fuel assemblies and reflector nodes. 
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(FTEMP(J),J-1,(NGR-1)*3) 
Base fuel temperature polynomial coefficients of fuel 
assemblies given per exposure partition. No values are 
tabulated for a reflector node type. 

(XSEC(J),J=1,IPLEN) 
Cross section polynomial7 f i t coefficients. 
Tabulated for both fuel assemblies and reflector nodes. 

The polynomial f i t coefficients are tabulated in the following sequence: 

[(NISO-MACRO)*(NEG*TRANSP0RT, NEG*CAPTURE, 
NEG*NEG*SCATTERING, NEG*0.0}]*(NGR-1), 
[MACRO *{NEG*TRANSPORT, NEG*CAPTURE, 

NEG*NEG*SCATTERING, NEG*NU-FISSI0N)]*(NGR-1) 

NEG*FISSION, 

NEG*FISSION, 

The scattering matrix is tabulated in outscatter format. 

5 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 

The input data requirements for POLX-1 are listed below. All the 
records are formatted as given in brackets. 

Record 1: (216) 
INFILE - Input cross section file number 
IOFILE « Output polynomial file number 

Record 2: (216) 
I FLAG Calculation type indicator 

-2 for setting up a fuel assembly polynomial file 
containing macroscopic delta cross sections 
representing the extraction of removable burnable 
poison rods and macroscopic delta cross sections 
representing the insertion of control rods 
(requires all three sets of data described in 
section 4.1) 
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« -1 for setting up a fuel assembly polynomial file 
containing macroscopic delta cross sections 
representing the insertion of control rods 
(requires the first two sets of data described in 
section 4.1) 

- 0 for setting up a fuel assembly polynomial file 
containing no macroscopic delta cross sections 
(requires the first set of data described in 
section 4.1) 

= 1 for setting up a reflector node polynomial file 
(requires a cross section file as described in 
section 4.2) 

1NREF = Temporary file number used for reflector nodes 

Record 3: (16) 
NGR - Number of exposure boundaries 

(= 0 for reflector nodes) 

Record 4: (10F7.3) 
(B0UNDR(I),I=1,NGR) 
Exposure boundary values 
(no values given for reflector nodes) 

6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

No limitation exists as far as the number of energy groups and the number 
of isotopes/materials are concerned. Therefore, a cross section model for 
any light water reactor could be prepared. However, the cross section 
model should be substantiated for the particular reactor type and record 
number 6 of section 4.1 must be adjusted according to the parameter depen
dencies. It should also be noted that no fit will be performed where 
record 6 indicates no change in parameter values. 

The choice of an exposure partition depends on the amount of error the 
user is willing to accept. It is recommended to start off with a crude 
approach with no partitioning and then, by inspection of the errors, to 
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decide where to partition the exposure range. Finding an acceptable parti 
tion will only be possible through trial and error. 

It is also recommended to obtain an optimized reactor polynomial library 
through the code LINX-1 [11] in which all the individual polynomial files, 
as prepared by POLX-1, are linked together. This will reduce the library 
access time for the reconstruction routine. 
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